Ph.D. Course:

The Evolution of Social Interactions
with social insects as models

Topics:
- Social Evolution
- Cooperation and Conflict
- Theory and tools / modelling
  - Recognition systems
  - Mutualism/parasitism
  - Social Immunity
- Genomics of Social Insects
- Social structure

The course will require reading of provided scientific papers beforehand

Teachers:
- Andy Gardner (UK)
- Michel Chapuisat (CH)
- Michael Poulsen (DK)
- Heikki Helanterä (FI)
- Nick Bos (FI)

More info/sign up?
Mail to nick.bos@helsinki.fi
Be quick, the number of slots available is limited

When?
15-19 April. Arrival on 14th, departure on 20th

Where?
Tvärminne Zoological station (ca2 hours from Helsinki)
http://luoto.tvarminne.helsinki.fi/english/

More info about Team::Antzz: http://www.helsinki.fi/science/ants/Antzz.html